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death knights will still be able to train and power level up all four of their sub-schools as well as train their non-sub-schools but they will all be at level 1 which will help them to level much faster. blizzard has taken the time in wrath of the lich king to ensure that all tbc
elements are still present in their main-line games. wrath of the lich king also introduced the garrison skill which allowed players to raise leveled pets and command them to protect their garrison. other changes include: “highlight” attacks have been changed to a single-

target ability with a low cooldown. “savage strike” now uses spell haste. savage strike is also now a single-target ability. “lock and load” has been removed. loot for grandmasters and champion pvp rewards have changed. players can now destroy underwater land monsters
with strikes. item level-granted secondary stats can no longer be created with item level. durability has been added to many crafting materials. racial traits have been altered to award additional resource points. blizzard.net account information can now be protected with a
password. a new form of combo points will be introduced. abilities learned will add combo points which remain as a percentage of the ability’s cooldown, and will regenerate over time. the ability to cast faster will result in increased combo points, allowing players to extend
the duration of their abilities. according to the press release, battle pets’ talents will be tied to the class to which they belong, just like arena pets did. characters can have up to two classes, so if a player receives a pet through another class, they will only be able to use the

pet’s talents that they share with that class.
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some of the new dungeon journal quests include detailed missions that will assist you in following clues to solve puzzles. some of the ones available are the betrayal, the heist, and a most wanted man. the difficulty level and content of wrath were a departure from the
20-man style of the old sunwell dungeons and wrathreaver from vanilla, and put blizzards standard for raiding in a whole new light. the increased amount of difficulty was offset by increasing the amount of experience gained, as well as introducing the concept of gearing an

alt with a level appropriate toons current. in a sense it was a gold sink, but it was a tank and spankfest at the same time. the development of the new content saw many in the staff gushing about the game and its new tools. engadget , for instance, gushed that you could
have a full raid with 15 blue-toons and everyone gets complete credit for their achievements! and that was before anyone realized how awesome you could make pvp look! although most of the new content was pretty similar from player to player, one of the biggest

changes was the lack of the guild perk option, a ranking system that made it easier to move up the ranks through group competition. the original plan for raid finder was to have 10 random groups battle the boss in each 10-minute wave. players could choose a group to join
at the start of the battle and switch to another group if they felt like theyd be more effective. the design of raid finder in the beta proved too complicated for players and the implementation was changed. in the end, players can still choose to enter the dungeon with a group

that didnt initially match their playstyle, but the difference is that as everyone enters the dungeon at roughly the same time, player time will begin accumulating. 5ec8ef588b
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